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9 ABSTRACT: Multipart and modular DNA part libraries and assembly standards have become common tools in synthetic
10 biology since the publication of the Gibson and Golden Gate assembly methods, yet no multipart modular library exists for use in
11 bacterial systems. Building upon the existing MoClo assembly framework, we have developed a publicly available collection of
12 modular DNA parts and enhanced MoClo protocols to enable rapid one-pot, multipart assembly, combinatorial design, and
13 expression tuning in Escherichia coli. The Cross-disciplinary Integration of Design Automation Research lab (CIDAR) MoClo
14 Library is openly available and contains promoters, ribosomal binding sites, coding sequence, terminators, vectors, and a set of
15 fluorescent control plasmids. Optimized protocols reduce reaction time and cost by >80% from that of previously published
16 protocols.
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18 Despite improvements in DNA assembly technologies,
19 high-throughput iterative designs and combinatorial
20 methods are still cost-prohibitive in synthesis-based assembly
21 due to the lack of reusable parts. Multipart modular assembly
22 part libraries have been developed for use in yeast4 and
23 mammalian systems;1 however, no such library exists for
24 Escherichia coli.
25 Modular cloning, or MoClo,1 is a one-pot digestion and
26 ligation multipart assembly method, derived from Golden
27 Gate,

2 in which user-defined overhangs specific to each part
28 type, such as a promoter or a coding sequence (CDS), create
29 interchangeable DNA modules in the form of plasmids. This
30 format allows for simple library propagation and combinatorial
31 assembly from reusable parts with reliable ligation of up to six
32 DNA fragments in a one-pot reaction. Three MoClo part
33 libraries are currently available, providing reusable parts and
34 vectors for plant transformation constructs3 (Addgene, no.
35 1000000047), general eukaryotic multigene construct assem-

36bly1 (Addgene, no. 1000000044), and yeast4 (Addgene, no.
371000000061).
38Recent publications have also detailed the development of
39yeast Golden Gate (yGG)5 and BASIC assembly6 methods,
40both of which employ a similar digestion and ligation reaction,
41although neither offers a part library to accompany the
42methods.
43To address this lack of publically available standardize parts
44for bacterial systems, we have constructed and characterized a
45library of commonly used genetic parts and the necessary
46vectors in MoClo format for use in E. coli (Addgene, no.
471000000059).
48MoClo relies upon Type IIS restriction enzymes (BbsI and
49BsaI) that each recognize a 6 bp nonpalindromic sequence and
50cut at a specified distance from that recognition sequence,
51 f1resulting in modular overhanging 4 bp fusion sites (Figure 1).
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52 For example, coding sequence (CDS) parts are flanked with

53 -AATG- (abbreviated C) at the 5′ end and -ATTG-

54 (abbreviated D) on the 3′ end, making all CDS parts

55 interchangeable. Plasmid names include the fusion sites

56 designated by single-letter abbreviations (ex. E0030m_CD) as
57 in Figure 1. The restriction recognition sites are placed and

58oriented such that the digest product ends in these specific 4 bp

59overhangs and no longer contains the restriction enzyme

60recognition sequence. Once it is ligated, it cannot be recut,
61allowing for hierarchical multipart assembly (Figure 1).
62The original MoClo protocol allowed for the reliable
63assembly of up to six parts with a 5 h digestion−ligation

Figure 1. CIDAR MoClo overview: basic assembly strategy. Left: The CIDAR MoClo Library is provided on a 96-well plate (Addgene, no.
1000000059). A standard CIDAR MoClo assembly is based on four-part transcription units composed of a promoter, ribosome binding site, coding
sequence, and terminator assembled into a DVK (kanamycin-resistance destination vector). Destination vectors alternate antibiotic resistance at each
assembly level and use lacZα blue-white selection. Right: Assembly strategy for MoClo Type IIS enzyme one-pot digestion ligation reactions. Basic
parts shown with green backbones are prepared in DVAs with part-specific fusion sites, indicated by a single capital letter code. The 3′ fusion site of
the upstream part must match the 5′ fusion site of the following part in order to be correctly assembled. Digesting parts and a DVK with the BsaI and
simultaneous ligation with T4 DNA ligase results in a transcriptional unit (TU) shown here with the orange backbone. Multiple TUs can be
combined into a complex device using BbsI in place of BsaI with the appropriate DVA. The library is described in more detail in Supporting
Information Table S2.
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64 reaction with large reagent volumes and rotating use of three
65 antibiotics and two color selection modules.6 Although this
66 provided a substantial improvement in modularity compared to
67 that of Golden Gate, the reaction conditions were still time-
68 and cost-prohibitive for most applications. Here, we introduce a
69 modified protocol (Supporting Information Table S1) that,
70 while maintaining the same capacity for assembling multiple
71 modules and a > 95% cloning efficiency, reduces reaction time
72 from 5 h to 90 min and lowers reaction costs by 85% while
73 simplifying the hierarchical assembly standard.
74 CIDAR MoClo uses an alternating series of vectors (Figure
75 1). Basic parts are provided in a destination vector-ampicillin
76 (DVA) derived from BBa_pSB1A2, with BsaI sites flanking the

77part and fusion sites. These basic parts combine to create a
78simple transcriptional unit (TU) consisting of promoter:ribo-
79some binding site (RBS):CDS:terminator in a kanamycin
80vector (DVK) derived from BBa_pSB1K3 with BbsI sites
81flanking the newly constructed TU. These units can be further
82combined into multi-TU devices in the same manner (Figure
831).
84We created a standard four-part structure that allows users to
85easily assemble a genetic device consisting of a promoter, RBS,
86CDS, and terminator. This basic four-part format provides a
87solid foundation for high-throughput assembly while remaining
88adaptable to addition of new parts (i.e., new fusion site
89combinations) and part types.

Figure 2. Molecules of equivalent fluorescein (MEFL) conversion and predictable expression. (a) SpheroTech RCP-30-5-A beads were used to
provide a MEFL normalization of red and green fluorescence data in order to directly relate RFP to GFP in a rational unit. This normalization was
validated by comparing 28 pairs of vectors in which each pair differed only in the choice of coding sequence, either GFP or RFP, in a transcriptional
unit with a given promoters and RBS part. (b) Single TU expression compared to the same TU when expressed in the same plasmid with another
TU. Expression of a single TU is consistent when it is assembled into a larger device. (c) Changing vector from DVA to DVK shows a high level of
variability, suggesting that all expression tuning should be done in the same vector. (d) Changing the 4 bp fusion sites flanking a given TU influences
expression likely due to the proximity of the 5′ fusion site to the minimal 35 bp promoter used in this study. The colored circles containing capital
letters indicate the relevant 4 bp fusion sites, the sequences of which are noted in Figure 1.
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90 Most of the parts contained in the CIDAR E. coli MoClo
91 Library are derived from the BioBricks Registry (http://parts.
92 igem.org/) and were selected for their functional reliability and
93 utility in synthetic biological designs (see Supporting
94 Information Table S2 for a full list of parts). To further enable
95 rational design, three of the basic parts were selected from the
96 BIOFAB collection of bicistronic design (BCD) translational
97 elements that have been shown to enable more rational design
98 in terms of protein expression.7 These BCD parts contain a
99 leader peptide followed by a secondary ribosome binding site
100 (RBS) in order to physically separate transcriptional and
101 translational regulation.
102 Destination vectors are included in the library to allow for
103 simple cloning of new parts with any of the standard fusion site
104 pairs. Additionally, a set of fluorescent expression plasmids is
105 also included to be used as standards with TASBE flow
106 cytometry analysis tools8 (Supporting Information Table S2).
107 Sequence and part information for all plasmids is available in
108 the CIDAR Inventory of Composible Elements (ICE) registry9

109 (www.cidar-ice.org). Other plasmids for use in E. coli not
110 included in this library are available through the CIDAR ICE
111 registry upon request.
112 To demonstrate the utility of this system, we used the library
113 and protocols to perform a series of comparisons with red and
114 green fluorescent proteins in an assay designed to provide a
115 basis for expression tuning of complex devices. By normalizing
116 flow cytometry fluorescence data to SpheroTech RCP-30-5-A
117 beads10 as a fluorescein standard, we created a color model with
118 which to correlate RFP and GFP expression as molecules of
119 equivalent fluorescein (MEFL) counts rather than arbitrary
120 units.
121 This color model was validated by comparing MEFL counts
122 of 28 pairs of plasmids with various promoter, RBS, and fusion
123 site combinations (mean square error = 1.80-fold) in which
124 each pair differed only in the coding sequence (E0040m_CD

f2 125 GFP or E1010m_CD RFP) (Figure 2a).
126 An array of GFP expressing TUs was made to further
127 characterize a set of constitutive promoters to determine the
128 extent of rational design capabilities. Using 16 promoters from
129 the J23100 Anderson series and 6 RBS parts (3 Weiss RBS, 3
130 BCD), 96 iterations of a simple GFP expression plasmid in a
131 DVK_AE vector were analyzed using flow cytometry
132 (Supporting Information Figure S1). Two-way ANOVA
133 analysis identified 36.3% of expression variation as being due
134 to the promoter, 43.9% due to the RBS part, and 19.3% due to
135 the interaction of the two factors. A subset of these promoters
136 is included in the library and was selected to provide a full
137 coverage of expression levels, as defined by GFP expression
138 ranging from 102 to 105 MEFLs.
139 To further assess the capability for rational design under
140 commonly varied genetic contexts, further pairwise compar-
141 isons were performed to evaluate the effects of gene order,
142 variation in vector, and use of specific fusion sites flanking the
143 transcriptional unit. Expression of a single TU was shown to
144 remain constant when expressed in a plasmid with a second TU
145 up- or downstream (Figure 2b) (mean sq. error = 1.53-fold).
146 Changing the vector from DVA to DVK while maintaining the
147 same transcriptional unit showed a higher variability yet
148 retained a nearly linear relationship (mean sq. error = 2.61-
149 fold) (Figure 2c).
150 Modifying the four base fusion sites did have an effect on
151 expression (p < 0.001) in a paired analysis in the _EF
152 transcriptional unit when compared to that of the _AE paired

153clone (mean sq. error = 2.02-fold) (Figure 2d). This difference
154may be due to the proximity of the 5′ fusion site to the simple
155promoter. Including an insulator upstream of the promoter
156sequences may mitigate this effect.
157As a MoClo reaction is dependent upon equimolar ratios of
158each part type, a logical advance on the methodology is to
159multiplex reactions by adding various plasmids of the same part
160type at 1/n the concentration of each other part type, where n
161equals the total number of iterations. Multiplex MoClo (MMC)
162allows for an expanded utility including simultaneously
163screening a large number of iterations in parallel while retaining
164>95% cloning efficiency. Examples of this methodology include
165screening of variant sequences or modulating expression levels
166of a single transcriptional unit by multiplexing the promoter
167and/or RBS part (Supporting Information Figure S2).
168This library, especially when combined with a related design
169tool,11 allows for rapid assembly of synthetic gene networks and
170cost-efficient combinatorial assembly and is ideal for academic
171research and educational uses in teaching laboratory settings.
172Although it is formatted for cloning in E. coli, iterative design of
173eukaryotic circuits is also possible through the introduction of
174species-specific parts. Biodesign automation activities are
175further promoted with the included Eugene design files that
176capture not only the parts in the library but also initial design
177guidelines and data (Supporting Information Data). The
178CIDAR MoClo Library can be requested whole through
179Addgene (www.addgene.org/cloning/moclo/densmore), and
180additional individual plasmids are available for distribution
181through the CIDAR ICE Public Registry (www.cidar-ice.org)
182along with functional information and DNA sequence data for
183all parts described above.

184■ METHODS

185MoClo Cloning Protocols. In developing optimal
186protocols, various reaction conditions were tested. The
187following components were added to a 0.2 mL tube: 10−60
188fmol of each DNA component with up to six components total,
189equimolar (PCR product or previously made MoClo DNA
190parts and the appropriate destination vector), 10−50 U of BsaI
191or BbsI (NEB), 5−50 U of T4 DNA ligase (cat. no. M1794,
192Promega, Madison, WI, USA, or no. M0202 NEB), 1× T4
193DNA ligase buffer (Promega or NEB), and sterile, deionized
194water to at total volume of 10−60 μL. Reactions were
195performed using the following parameters: 15−40 cycles (37
196°C 1.5−3 min, 16 °C 3−5 min), followed by 50 °C for 5 min
197and 80 °C for 10 min and were then held at 4 or −20 °C until
198they were transformed.
199Optimized protocols are found in Supporting Information
200Table S1 using 10 fmol of each DNA component, 10 U of BsaI
201or BbsI, 20 U of T4 Ligase, 1× T4 DNA ligase buffer
202(Promega), final volume of 10−20 μL. Of this, 2−5 μL is used
203to transform cells as described above.
204Multiplex MoClo Cloning Protocol. MoClo reactions
205were prepared as above with the following differences: The
206multiplex part type(s) was added such that the total
207concentration of that type was equimolar to the other part
208types. When multiplexing less than 6 of any one part type,
209samples were pipetted individually. To accommodate accurate
210measurements, multiplex reactions were performed in 20 μL
211volumes with 60 fmol of each part type. For example, in a
212reaction using 6 different promoters, 10 fmol each of these
213promoters was used along with 60 fmol of each other part. For
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214 larger multiplex examples all iterations of a given part type are
215 mixed in equimolar ratio prior and added as one mixed part.
216 Statistical Analysis Methods. Flow cytometry data was
217 converted from arbitrary units to compensated MEFL
218 (molecules of equivalent fluorescein) using the TASBE
219 characterization method.13 An affine compensation matrix is
220 computed from single color and blank controls: RFP alone
221 (J23102:BCD2:E1010m:B0015, abbreviated as pJ02B2Rm, in
222 _ A E a n d E F D V A s ) , G F P a l o n e
223 (J23102:BCD2:E0040m:B0015 abbreviated as pJ02B2Gm, in
224 _AE and EF DVAs), RFP:GFP (pJ02B2Rm:J02B2Gm in _AF
225 DVA s ) a s w e l l a s t h e r e c i p r o c a l GFP : RFP
226 (pJ02B2Gm:J02B2Rm in _AF DVAs) together and untrans-
227 formed DH5 Alpha Select E. coli cells (Bioline), respectively.
228 FITC measurements (for GFP) are calibrated to MEFL using
229 SpheroTech RCP-30-5-A beads.10 An estimated mapping from
230 RFP measured in the PE-Texas Red channel to equivalent
231 FITC is computed from transformation of constitutive
232 coexpression of RFP and GFP expressed together (RFP:GFP
233 as pJ02B2Rm:J02B2Gm as _AF in DVA, GFP:RFP as
234 pJ02B2Gm:J02B2Rm as _AF in DVA); RFP measurements
235 are translated to MEFL by first mapping to estimated
236 equivalent FITC. Geometric statistics are then computed over
237 data in MEFL units.
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